ATTACHMENT A

2016 Contractor Gas Blanket Project City Wide

PLAN SET
NEW 1/2" SERVICE FROM EX. METER TO NEW MAIN, RISER TIES: 0.5' E E/L 22' S N/L, SEE JOB 12

INSTALL APPROX 570 LF OF 2" PE

CUTOFF AND RECONNECT SERVICES AT:
1707 WOODBURY
1633 WOODBURY
1620 WOODBURY

INSTALL NEW 1/2" PE SERVICE TO METER
1615 WOODBURY
1633 WOODBURY
1707 WOODBURY
1703 WOODBURY

WORK TO BE COMPLETED BY MAY 15TH, 2016
4" STEEL TO BE ABANDON BY UTIL OPS
COORDINATE W/UTIL OPS, OWNER AND METER SHOP

DATE COMPLETED: ________

EXCESS FLOW VALVE: N/A
APPL #: N/A
EAM #: 428370
ZONE: 3

PLAN OF: INSTALL NEW 2" PE GAS MAIN
LOCATION: WOODBURY LANE-SOUTH
FROM: N OF CHERIE LANE TO: GLENWOOD ST

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND UTILITIES

INSPECTOR: ________

JOE NO: 1480-009 S
DRAWN BY: MHW
DATE: 2/5/2016

NTS
NEW 1/2" PE GAS SERVICE TO BE INSTALLED FROM EXISTING METER TO PROP MAIN

EXIST SERVICE CUTOFF FROM 4" STEEL TO BE DONE BY UTIL OPS

COORDINATE W/ OWNER, UTIL OPS & METER SHOP

PRIORITY JOB - WORK TO BE COMPLETED BY MAY 15, 2016

DATE COMPLETED: 2/23/2016

INSPECTOR:
NEW 1/2" PE GAS SERVICE TO BE INSTALLED FROM EXISTING METER TO PROP MAIN

SEE JOB 9

CAROW JOHN CATILUX
1615 WOODBURY LN

RISER TIES: 0.5' OUT 22.0' S N/L

DISCONNECT EX SERVICE FROM STEEL MAIN BY UTIL OPS

SEE JOB 11

OWNERS- CAROW 000-000-0000
EXIST SERVICE CUTOFF FROM 4" STEEL TO BE DONE BY UTIL OPS
COORDINATE W/ OWNER, UTIL OPS & METER SHOP
PRIORITY JOB- WORK TO BE COMPLETED BY MAY 15, 2016

NEW 1/2" PE GAS SERVICE - STEEL SERVICE REPLACEMENT

EXCESS FLOW VALVE: YES  APPL #: 2016019  EAM #: 428370  ZONE: 3
PLAN OF: LOCATION: 1615 WOODBURY LN
FROM: TO:

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND UTILITIES

DATE COMPLETED: INSPECTOR:

DATE: 2/23/2016
NOTES:

PRIORITY JOB
TO BE DONE NO LATER THAN JULY 15
SEE ALSO JOBS 18 - 29, 43
CONTACT INFO:
NA
NOTES:

PRIORITY JOB
TO BE DONE NO LATER THAN JULY 15
COORDINATE WITH UTIL OPS AND METER SHOP
SEE ALSO JOBS 17 - 29 , 43
CONTACT INFO:
NA

DATE COMPLETED:  
INSPECTOR:

EXCESS FLOW VALVE: YES  
PLAN OF: INSTALL NEW 2" PE GAS MAIN AND 1/2" PE GAS SERVICE
LOCATION: 3737 E 3RD ST
FROM: 89.6' N C/L PLATTED 38TH AVE E TO: SOUTHERNLY 140'
APPL #: 2016010  
EAM #: 428370  
ZONE: 3

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND UTILITIES

ST OF MN C278 L35

STOFMN C278L35
NOTES:
PRIORITY JOB
TO BE DONE NO LATER THAN JULY 15
COORDINATE WITH UTIL OPS AND METER SHOP
SEE ALSO JOBS 17 - 29, 43
CONTACT INFO:
NA

DATE COMPLETED: ____________

EXCESS FLOW VALVE: YES  APPL #: 2016011  EAM #: 428370  ZONE: 3

PLAN OF: INSTALL NEW 2" PE GAS MAIN AND 1/2" PE GAS SERVICE

LOCATION: 3801 E 4TH ST
FROM: 165' N C/L PLATTED 38TH AVE E TO: SOUTHERLY 125'

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND UTILITIES

JOBS 17 - 29, 43
SEE JOB 25
NEW 1/2" PE GAS SERVICE TO BE INSTALLED FROM EXISTING METER TO PROP MAIN

EXIST 1/2" PE SERVICE TO BE CUTOFF, CAPPED AND ABANDONED BY UTIL OPS

4" STEEL MAIN TO BE ABANDONED BY UTIL OPS

INSTALL NEW 2" PE MAIN

END OF MAIN 130' S C/L PLATTED 38TH AVE E

NOTES:
PRIORITY JOB
TO BE DONE NO LATER THAN JULY 15
COORDINATE WITH UTIL OPS AND METER SHOP
SEE ALSO JOBS 17 - 29, 43
CONTACT INFO:
NA

DATE COMPLETED:  --  INSPECTOR:

EXCESS FLOW VALVE: YES  APPL #: 2016012  EAM #: 428370  ZONE: 3
PLAN OF: INSTALL NEW 2" PE GAS MAIN AND 1/2" PE GAS SERVICE
LOCATION: 3802 CRESCENT VIEW AVE
FROM: 130' S C/L PLATTED 38TH AVE E TO: NORTHERLY 170'

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND UTILITIES

JOB NO: 1480-020  DRAWN BY: SRE  DATE: 1/25/2016
NOTES:

PRIORITY JOB
TO BE DONE NO LATER THAN JULY 15
COORDINATE WITH UTIL OPS AND METER SHOP
SEE ALSO JOBS 17 - 29, 43
CONTACT INFO:
NA

DATE COMPLETED: __________________________
INSPECTOR: __________________________

EXCESS FLOW VALVE: NA  APPL #: 2016013  EAM #: 428370  ZONE: 3
PLAN OF: INSTALL NEW 1/2" PE GAS SERVICE
LOCATION: 3744 CRESSENT VIEW AVE
FROM: __________________________ TO: __________________________

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND UTILITIES
NEW 1/2" PE GAS SERVICE TO BE INSTALLED FROM EXISTING METER TO PROP MAIN

EXIST 2" PE SERVICE TO BE CUTOFF, CAPPED AND ABANDONED BY UTIL OPS

SEE JOB 29

NOTES:
PRIORITY JOB
TO BE DONE NO LATER THAN JULY 15
COORDINATE WITH UTIL OPS AND METER SHOP
SEE ALSO JOBS 17 - 29, 43
CONTACT INFO:
NA

DATE COMPLETED:

EXCESS FLOW VALVE: YES   APPL #: 2016014   EAM #: 428370   ZONE: 3

PLAN OF: INSTALL NEW 1/2" PE GAS SERVICE

LOCATION: 3901 CRESCENT VIEW AVE

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND UTILITIES
INSTALL 2" PE VALVE

INSTALL 2" PE MAIN

2" STEEL TO BE ABANDONED

DATE COMPLETED: 1/26/2016

SANDULTE GREGORY

INSET A

INSET B

EXCESS FLOW VALVE: YES - MULTI
APPL #: NA
EAM #: 414728
ZONE: 3

PLAN OF: INSTALL NEW 2" PE - RECONNECT 7 SERVICES

LOCATION: MELLWOOD AVE

FROM: MELLWOOD AVE TO: NORTHERLY 660'

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND UTILITIES

JOB NO: 1480-023
DRAWN BY: SRE
DATE: 1/26/2016
SEE ALSO JOBS 17 - 29, 43 FOR EXIST 2" STEEL MAIN TO BE ABANDONED BY UTIL OPS

CUTOFF AND RECONNECT SERVICES AS NEEDED - 12 SERVICES TO BE RECONNECTED.
EXISTING MAIN IS BETWEEN 3' - 6' DEEP

EXIST 2" STEEL MAIN TO BE ABANDONED BY UTIL OPS
NOTES:

PRIORITY JOB
WORK TO BE DONE NO LATER THAN JULY 15, 2016

COORDINATE WITH UTIL OPS AND METER SHOP
SEE ALSO JOBS 17 - 29, 43 FOR OTHER WORK IN AREA

CUTOFF AND RECONNECT SERVICES AS NEEDED
8 SERVICES TO BE RECONNECTED

EXISTING 2" STEEL MAIN TO BE ABANDONED

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND UTILITIES

EXCESS FLOW VALVE: AS NEEDED APPL #: NA EAM #: 428370 ZONE: 3

PLAN OF: NEW 2" PE GAS MAIN - STEEL REPLACEMENT

LOCATION: MISQUAH RD

FROM: E 3RD ST TO: ALONG MISQUAH RD - APPROX 885'

DATE COMPLETED: INSPECTOR:

DULUTH OCTOBER 2015

NORTHLAND COUNTRY CLUB

UNKNOWN ERICKSON TY & KARIN
206 MISQUAH RD

PFAHL PATRICK J
240 MISQUAH RD

MERRICK WILLIAM G
200 MISQUAH RD

MERTZ JENNIFER L
3812 E 3RD ST

SEILER CYNTHIA ANN
209 MISQUAH RD

FORCIER BRIAN & MONIQUE
207 MISQUAH RD

SEILER CYNTHIA ANN
209 MISQUAH RD

MERRICK WILLIAM G
200 MISQUAH RD

COLIN RICHARD A ETUX
3732 E 3RD ST

SEILER CYNTHIA ANN
209 MISQUAH RD

FORCIER BRIAN & MONIQUE
207 MISQUAH RD

SEILER CYNTHIA ANN
209 MISQUAH RD

COLIN RICHARD A ETUX
3732 E 3RD ST

IPSEN JOHN WEGERSON K

IPSEN JOHN WEGERSON K

IPSEN JOHN WEGERSON K

MISQUAH ROAD

E 3RD ST ALONG MISQUAH RD - APPROX 885'
NEW 1" PE GAS SERVICE - STEEL SERVICE REPLACEMENT

LOCATION: 200 MISQUAH RD

PLAN OF:

NOTES:

PRIORITY JOB
WORK TO BE DONE NO LATER THAN JULY 15, 2016
COORDINATE WITH UTIL OPS, METER SHOP AND OWNER
SEE ALSO JOBS 17 - 29, 43 FOR OTHER WORK IN AREA

DATE COMPLETED: _______ INSPECTOR: _______

EXCESS FLOW VALVE: YES _______ APPL #: 2016015 _______ EAM #: 428370 _______ ZONE: 3 _______

NEW 1" PE GAS SERVICE - STEEL SERVICE REPLACEMENT

LOCATION: 200 MISQUAH RD
FROM: _______ TO: _______

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND UTILITIES

DATE: 2/1/2016
NEW 1/2" PE GAS SERVICE - STEEL SERVICE REPLACEMENT

LOCATION: 206 MISQUAH RD

PLAN OF: NEW 1/2" PE GAS SERVICE - STEEL SERVICE REPLACEMENT

EXCESS FLOW VALVE: YES    APPL #: 2016016    EAM #: 428370    ZONE: 3

DATE COMPLETED: ___________   INSPECTOR: ___________

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND UTILITIES

PRIORITY JOB
WORK TO BE DONE NO LATER THAN JULY 15, 2016
COORDINATE WITH UTIL OPS, METER SHOP AND OWNER
SEE ALSO JOBS 17 - 29, 43 FOR OTHER WORK IN AREA

NOTES:

EXIST 5/8" SERVICE TO BE CUT OFF, CAPPED AND ABANDONED BY UTIL OPS

NEW 1" PE GAS SERVICE TO BE INSTALLED FROM EXISTING METER TO PROP MAIN

RISER TIES: 0.5' N N/L 11.5' W E/L
NOTES:

PRIORITY JOB

WORK TO BE DONE NO LATER THAN JULY 15, 2016

COORDINATE WITH UTIL OPS, METER SHOP AND OWNER

SEE ALSO JOBS 17 - 29, 43 FOR OTHER WORK IN AREA

2" PE GAS MAIN TO BE INSTALLED TO REPLACE EXISTING 4" STEEL (TO BE ABAND BY UTIL OPS)
OVERVIEW SHEET

WORK TO BE DONE ON ASPEN LANE, OLD HOWARD MILL RD AND CRESCENT VIEW AVE. NEW 3" PE MAIN TO REPLACE EXISTING 4" STEEL THAT WILL BE ABANDONED.
SEE SHEETS 29-A, 29-B, 29-C FOR MORE DETAILS
SEE ALSO JOBS 17 - 29, 43, FOR OTHER WORK IN AREA
WORK TO BE COMPLETED BY JULY 15, 2016
COORDINATE WITH UTILITY OPERATIONS AND METER SHOP

DATE COMPLETED: INSPECTOR:

EXCESS FLOW VALVE: NA APPL #: NA EAM #: 414728 ZONE: 3
PLAN OF: INSTALL NEW 3" PE - RECONNECT 16 SERVICES
LOCATION: ASPEN LN - OLD HOWARD MILL RD - CRESCENT VIEW AVE
FROM: SEE DETAIL SHEETS TO:

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND UTILITIES

Job No: 1480-029
Drawn By: SRE
Date: 2/1/2016

nts
NEW 3" PE MAIN TO REPLACE EXISTING 4" STEEL THAT WILL BE ABANDONED.
RECONNECT 5 SERVICES ALONG ASPEN LN TO NEW MAIN AND (1) 2" PE CROSSING.
SEE SHEETS 29-A, 29-B, 29-C FOR MORE DETAILS
SEE ALSO JOBS 17 - 29, 43 FOR OTHER WORK IN AREA
WORK TO BE COMPLETED BY JULY 15, 2016
COORDINATE WITH UTILITY OPERATIONS AND METER SHOP

DATE COMPLETED: 2/2/2016
INSPECTOR: NA
NEW 3" PE MAIN TO REPLACE EXISTING 4" STEEL THAT WILL BE ABANDONED.
RECONNECT 1 SERVICE ALONG OLD HOWARD MILL TO NEW MAIN.
SEE SHEETS 29-A, 29-B, 29-C FOR MORE DETAILS. SEE ALSO JOBS 17 - 29, 43 FOR OTHER WORK IN AREA
WORK TO BE COMPLETED BY JULY 15, 2016
COORDINATE WITH UTILITY OPERATIONS AND METER SHOP

DATE COMPLETED: INSPECTOR:

EXCESS FLOW VALVE: NA APPL #: NA EAM #: 414728 ZONE: 3
PLAN OF: INSTALL NEW 3" PE - RECONNECT 1 SERVICE
LOCATION: OLD HOWARD MILL RD
FROM: ASPEN LN TO: CRESCENT VIEW AVE
JOBNOS: 1480-029B
DRAWN BY: SRE
DATE: 2/2/2016

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND UTILITIES
INSTALL NEW 3" PE

SEE INSET A

SEE JOB 29-B
OLD HOWARD MILL

3831 CRESCENT VIEW AVE

INSET A

INSTALL 3" PE MAIN

SEE JOB 22

4" STEEL MAIN TO BE ABANDONED BY UTIL OPS

NEW 3" PE MAIN TO REPLACE EXISTING 4" STEEL THAT WILL BE ABANDONED.

RECONNECT 10 SERVICES ALONG CRESCENT VIEW AVE TO NEW MAIN.

SEE SHEETS 29-A, 29-B, 29-C FOR MORE DETAILS. SEE ALSO JOBS 17 - 29, 43 FOR OTHER WORK IN AREA

WORK TO BE COMPLETED BY JULY 15, 2016

COORDINATE WITH UTILITY OPS AND METER SHOP

DATE COMPLETED:  INSPECTOR:

EXCESS FLOW VALVE: NA      APPL #: NA      EAM #: 414728      ZONE: 3

PLAN OF: INSTALL NEW 3" PE - RECONNECT 10 SERVICES

LOCATION: CRESCENT VIEW AVE

FROM: PINEWOOD LANE      TO: SOUTHERNLY 915

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND UTILITIES

DATE: 2/2/2016
EXIST SERVICES ARE STEEL
EXIST STEEL SERVICE & MAIN TO BE CUTOFF, CAPPED, & ABANDON BY UTIL OPS
COORDINATE W/UTIL OPS, & METER SHOP
WORK TO BE COMPLETED BY JUNE 15, 2016
DATE COMPLETED: 1/22/2016

EXCESS FLOW VALVE: N/A  APPL NUMBER: _N_/ ___ A ___ _  ZONE: 3

PLAN OF: INSTALL 2" PE GAS MAIN

LOCATION: N 36TH AVE E

FROM: E 4TH ST TO: 120' NLY

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND UTILITIES

INSPECTOR: MHW

DATE: 1/22/2016

NTS
INSTALL APPROX 165' 2" PE MAIN

SEE JOB 38

INSTALL APPROX 130' 2" PE MAIN

SEE JOB 39

SEE JOB 40

INSTALL APPROX 36' 2" PE MAIN

INSTALL 2" PE VALVE CONNECT TO 16" STEEL BY UTIL OPS

RECONNECT SERVICES AT:
2002 W SUPERIOR ST  2014 W SUPERIOR ST

REPLACE 1" SERVICES AT:
2016 W SUPERIOR ST  2024 W SUPERIOR ST

EXIST SERVICE CUTOFFS FROM 16" STEEL TO BE DONE BY UTIL OPS

COORDINATE W/ OWNERS, UTIL OPS & METER SHOP

WORK TO BE COMPLETED BY JULY 15, 2016
NEW 1" PE GAS SERVICE
CONNECT TO NEW PE MAIN

EXIST SERVICE CUTOFF FROM 3" STEEL
TO BE DONE BY UTIL OPS
COORDINATE W/ OWNERS, UTIL OPS & METER SHOP
WORK TO BE COMPLETED BY JULY 15, 2016
NEW 1" PE GAS SERVICE CONNECT TO NEW PE MAIN

DISCONNECT EX SERVICE FROM STEEL MAIN BY UTIL OPS

EXIST SERVICE CUTOFF FROM 3" STEEL TO BE DONE BY UTIL OPS
COORDINATE W/ OWNERS, UTIL OPS & METER SHOP
WORK TO BE COMPLETED BY JULY 15, 2016

DATE COMPLETED: 3/2/2016
INSPECTOR:

EXCESS FLOW VALVE: N/A  APPL #: N/A  EAM #: 428370  ZONE: 5

PLAN OF: REPLACE NEW 1" PE GAS SERVICE
LOCATION: 2024 W SUPERIOR ST
FROM:  TO:

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND UTILITIES

JOB NO: 1480-039
DRAWN BY: MHW
DATE: 3/2/2016
NEW 1" PE GAS SERVICE CONNECT TO NEW PE MAIN

EXIST SERVICE CUTOFF FROM 16" STEEL TO BE DONE BY UTIL OPS
COORDINATE W/ OWNERS, UTIL OPS & METER SHOP
WORK TO BE COMPLETED BY JULY 15, 2016

DATE COMPLETED: INSPECTOR:

EXCESS FLOW VALVE: N/A APPL #: N/A EAM #: 428370 ZONE: 5

PLAN OF: REPLACE NEW 1" PE GAS SERVICE
LOCATION: 2032 W SUPERIOR ST
FROM: TO:

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND UTILITIES

JOE NO: 1480-040
DRAWN BY: MHW
DATE: 3/2/2016

NTS
NEW 1/2" PE GAS SERVICE TO BE INSTALLED FROM EXISTING METER TO PROP MAIN

EXIST RISER TIES: 0.6' N N/L
24' E W/L

EXIST 1/2" SERVICE TO BE CUTOFF, CAPPED AND ABANDONED BY UTIL OPS

4" STEEL MAIN TO BE ABAND BY UTIL OPS

PRIORITY JOB
WORK TO BE DONE NO LATER THAN JULY 15, 2016
COORDINATE WITH UTIL OPS, METER SHOP AND OWNER
SEE ALSO JOBS 17 - 29, 43 FOR OTHER WORK IN AREA.
REROUTE SERVICE OFF OF 4" STEEL MAIN - MAIN TO BE ABANDONED BY UTIL OPS IN FUTURE
NOTES:

WORK TO BE COMPLETED BY JUNE 15, 2016

COORDINATE W/ UTILITY OPS, OWNER AND METER SHOP
CONNECT TO EXIST 2" PE MAIN
INSTALL APPROX 140 LF OF 2" PE MAIN
RECONNECT EXIST 1/2" PE SERVICE
END 2" PE MAIN, CAP

NOTES:
WORK TO BE COMPLETED BY JUNE 15, 2016
COORDINATE W/ UTILITY OPS, OWNER AND METER SHOP
EXIST SERVICE CUTOFF FROM 6" STEEL TO BE DONE BY UTIL OPS
COORDINATE W/ OWNERS, UTIL OPS & METER SHOP
WORK TO BE COMPLETED BY JULY 15, 2016

DATE COMPLETED: ___________________________ INSPECTOR: ___________________________

EXCESS FLOW VALVE: YES APPL #: N/A EAM #: 428370 ZONE: 4

PLAN OF: INSTALL NEW 1/2" PE GAS SERVICE
LOCATION: 3232 E 4TH ST
FROM: _______ TO: _______

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND UTILITIES

JOB NO: 1480-048
DRAWN BY: MHW
DATE: 2/10/2016
EXIST SERVICE CUTOFF FROM 6" STEEL TO BE DONE BY UTIL OPS
COORDINATE W/ OWNERS, UTIL OPS & METER SHOP
WORK TO BE COMPLETED BY JULY 15, 2016

EXCESS FLOW VALVE: YES  APPL #: N/A  EAM #: 428370  ZONE: 4

LOCATION: 3231 E 4TH ST
FROM:     TO:

DATE COMPLETED:         INSPECTOR:

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND UTILITIES

JOBS: 1480-049
DRAWN BY: MHW
DATE: 2/10/2016
INSTALL NEW 1/2" PE GAS SERVICE

CUT/CAP AND ABandon EXIST SERVICE

OWNERS- GRASSINGER- 000-000-0000

COORDINATE W/ OWNERS, UTIL OPS & METER SHOP

WORK TO BE COMPLETED BY SEPT 15, 2016
DATE COMPLETED: 2/18/2016
INSPECTOR:

EXCESS FLOW VALVE: YES  APPL #: N/A  EAM #: 428370  ZONE: 1

PLAN OF: NEW 1/2" PE GAS SERVICE AND 2" MAIN EXTENSION
LOCATION: 4801 PEABODY ST
FROM: 4801 PEABODY ST TO: 4801 PEABODY ST

COORDINATE W/ OWNERS, UTIL OPS & METER SHOP
WORK TO BE COMPLETED BY SEPT 15, 2016

OWNERS - MOLAND TRUST - 000-000-0000

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND UTILITIES
NEW 1/2" PE GAS SERVICE AND 2" MAIN EXTENSION

OWNERS - JOHNSON- 000-000-0000
COORDINATE W/ OWNERS, UTIL OPS & METER SHOP
WORK TO BE COMPLETED BY SEPT 15, 2016

EXCESS FLOW VALVE: YES APPL #: N/A EAM #: 428370 ZONE: 1
PLAN OF: NEW 1/2" PE GAS SERVICE AND 2" MAIN EXTENSION
LOCATION: 4801 DODGE ST
FROM: 4801 DODGE ST TO: 4806 DODGE ST

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND UTILITIES

DATE COMPLETED: 2/18/2016
INSPECTOR: MHW
INSTALL NEW 1/2" PE GAS SERVICE

CONNECT TO EXIST 2" MAIN
INSTALL APPROX 35'- 2" PE GAS MAIN

EAST DULUTH CHURCH OF CHRIST- 000-000-0000
COORDINATE W/ OWNERS, UTIL OPS & METER SHOP
WORK TO BE COMPLETED BY SEPT 15, 2016
INSTALL APPROX 198 LF 1" PE MAIN

RECONNECT EX SERVICE TO NEW 1" PE MAIN

DISCONNECT EX SERVICE FROM STEEL MAIN BY UTIL OPS

CONNECT TO EXIST 2" MAIN EXTEND W/ 1" PE GAS MAIN

EXCESS FLOW VALVE: N/A   APPL #: N/A   EAM #: 428370   ZONE: 5

PLAN OF: INSTALL NEW 1" PE GAS MAIN

LOCATION: 3703 W 2ND ST

FROM: TO:

OWNERS - HEINEN 000-000-0000
EXIST SERVICE CUTOFF FROM 16" STEEL TO BE DONE BY UTIL OPS
COORDINATE W/ OWNERS, UTIL OPS & METER SHOP
WORK TO BE COMPLETED BY SEPT 15, 2016